MODAL KNOWLEDGE

A Research Workshop

Bielefeld University, March 16th and 17th, 2017

organized by

Christian Nimtz (Bielefeld)
and Barbara Vetter (Erlangen)

SPEAKERS

- Al Casullo – Nebraska web
- Rebecca Hanrahan – Whitman College web
- Christian Nimtz – Bielefeld web
- Sonia Roca-Royes – Stirling web
- Wolfgang Schwarz – Edinburgh web
- Margot Strohminger – Berlin web
- Barbara Vetter – Erlangen web
- Michael Wallner – Graz web
- Timothy Williamson – Oxford web

REGISTRATION  Since space is limited, we ask all participants to register by e-mailing to:
  cnimtz@uni-bielefeld.de.

SCHEDULE AND INFORMATION  Here is a preliminary schedule for the event.